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Comments on the US resoonse to FIJIAN oaoer CCA?G -4/^0 + A!)T).l ri^C? 

1 We must accept the fact that the back end of the nuclear fuel 

is still considered a source of ener.<»y. So, the conclusion reached 

in the US comment that the once through cycle of the depleted fuel 

will save money is far from being correct since the trend in the 

world prices showed the larger increase in material prices when 

compared with the technological service prices such as enrichment, 

fabrication and reprocessing. 

2 The Egyptian paper is to make a comparison between the fuel 

recruirements in both the once through fuel cycle and the recycling 

and not the whole fuel cycle a3 according to 77 they represent 8cK 

of the total cost of the cycle, For as we know, to do such comparison, 

other items must be taken into account such as safety find enviromental 

conoiderat i or.s. 

3 In the US comment, table (3), the Egyptian estimates of prices 

of yellowcake and enrichment component were adopted while the com

ponent of spent fuel storage and reprocessing was calculated on the 

basis of CC/WG.4/86, so, the comparison between the total components 

prices, cannot be considered valid. 

4 The Egyptian paper assumes that the average cooling time for the 

discharged fuel, transportation and refabrication is taken to be two 

years. This implies that the first recycling will take place in 1986. 

5 Table (1) in the US comment considered the effect of recycling in 

1984* In order to maintain the same condition for comparison, the 

value of T£R and WM units must be shifted to begin in 1986. Thi3 will 

decrease the local T,H and VJY costs by 8*8.7 million and thereby the 

fuel cycle cost in the case of reprocessing will be 7*652 millions of % 

instead of 8*511 million *. 

6 In order to rive a complete view the environmental problem, health 

hazards and the stability of ̂ ological formation must be taken besides 

the points in the comment* 


